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PART I . PRINCI!'liS OF ROCKET PROPULSION 

§ection A. Introduction 

1 . General Introduction 

Although the Chinese are credited with the use of gunpowder 

rockets as early as sPvcral centuries B. C., and Hero of Alexandria 

invented a 3team jet propul~ion device about 100 B. C., most of 

the serious effort to develop rockets has occurred in the last 

three deeP-des . Goddard1 in America made a complete study of 

l Goddard, R. H. , "A method of reaching extreme altitudes" , 

Smithsonian Mise , Collections, 71, No . 2, (1919 ) 

r ocket performance in 1914. The German all- out rocket program 

commenced in 1935 culmina ting in the V-2 , which was first fired 

in September of 1944. Since 1938 , intensive rocket resea rch has 

been carried O\l t by a number of American agenc1 es . including a 

basic theoretical contribution by Malina2 in 1940 . 

2Mal1na, F. J .• "Characteristics of the rocket motor unit based 

on the theory of p~rfect gases••, Jour . Franklin Inst . , ~ 

433- 454 ( 1940) 

The present paper will concern itself only with that type 

of jet propulsion device designa ted as n "pure" rocket . i . e . , 

a thrust producer which does not make use of the surrounding 

atmosphere . This restriction excludes propulsive duct devices 

such as the "turbojet" engine used in jet propelled airplanes 
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of the P-80 type . Wo attempt will be made to discuss the 

aerodynamics of bodies moving at supersonic speed.s, the elec

tronic problems of rocket missile guidance and control, the 

measurement of physical quantities in the upper atmosphere, 

or the properties of weapon rockets . Xven omitting these 

interesting fields, the science of rocketry embraces many 

phases of physics and chemistry, as will appear in later 

sections . 

2 . PhY!ic~l Nature of Reaction Propulsion 

A rocket is a rigid container for matter and energy eo 

arranged that a portion of the matter can absorb the energy 

in kinetic form and subsequently be ejected in a specified 

direction. The matter, originally stationary relative to the 

container, is emitted usually as a continuous fluid with an 

"exhaust" velocity v and a mass flow rate m = dM/dt, thus 

experiencing a rate of change of momentum mv . This ra.te of 

momentum change is trans~itted to the residual solid portion 

(total mass M) of the rocket as a reaction force or "thrust" 

F = mv, ( 1) 

where the vectors F and v are in opposite senses and m is 

negative, since it repre~ents decreasing M Eq. ( 1) assumes 

that the mass is exhausted into a vacuum. Thus the basic 

mechanics of a rocket appear disarmingly simple . It is a 

device for producing maximum rate of change of momentum 

(and hence thrust for~e) by means of a minimum expenditure of 

mass . A brief calculation shows that for a constant thrust, 
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the rate at which kinetic energy is supplied to the expended 

mase varies inversely as the mass flow rate . Since an effective 

rocket must spend mass frugally, it squanders energy prodigally. 

This high rate of evolution of Anergy implies that the ejected 

matter is aul: jected to elevated temperatures and consequently 

is in the gas~ous state . In the discussion which follows, the 

exhaust products will be assumed to follow the laws of ideal 

gases . The goal of a rocket "motor", then, will be to convert 

random thermal energy of a gas into an ordered state in which 

all the molecules have been collimated in a specific direction . 

In this ideal condition their macroscopic momentum vector will 

be a maximum and their scalar temp erture and pressure essentially 

zero . A rocket which must operate in the earth 0s atmosphere 

cannot achieve this perfect efficiency which would require ex

pansion into a vacuum ,. The expansion process mue t stop when 

the pree~ure of the emerging jet equals thnt of the surrounding 

atmosphere . Consequently the efficiency of the motor has limi

tations . 

3 . Criteria for Bating Rocket Performance 

The rocket is unusual in the field of propulsion devices 

in that its thrust is independent of its velocity and does not 

require the presence of surrounding matter . This contrasts 

with the airplane power plant, for example . the thrQst of which 

decreases with increasing relative velocity and decreasing density 

of the atmosphere . Conventional motors normally propel their 

loads at a constant speed; rocket motors usually ore accelerating 
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a free body of rapidly decreasing mass. The goal of a conven-

tional motor is to exe~t a force through a distance; that of a 

rocket, to exert a force during a time interval, i.e., to 

achieve a given terminal velocity. Therefore. the impulse 

produced (or momentum change) is a more significant parameter 

in rating rockets than energy dissipated, and the thrust per 

unit weight rate of flow - called the "specific impulse'' - is 

a more logical measure than the power generated . The propulsive 

power developed by a rocket is proportional to its speed. For 

example. the German V-2 rocket at its maximum speed of 5000 

ft/seo develops over half a million horsepower, while the power 

immediately after take-off is relatively low , 

The following quantities are commonly used in rating rocket 

performance : 

Total impulse I = Fdt = thrust x duration (lb-eec) 

Impulse is a convenient measure of the performance of a 

rocket because it is found that the amount of propellant necessary 

is the same for the same total impulse , no matter Whether it 1s 

celiverec as a l~rge thr~st for a short time or a small thrust 

for a lone time . 

Specific impulse Isp = l1._ _ impulse 
Mpg- propellant wt . 

(sec) 

(2) 

_..._F __ ~ th.rue t 
weight flow rate 

By taking the reciprocal of I ep one has the "specific 

propellant comsumption" w8p = 1/ Isp · Multiplping I 8p by g 
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gives the "effective exhaust velocity" c which is essentially 

the velocity v appearing in equation (1) . c and v differ in 

that c is defined by the equation 

c = glsp ( 3) 

and may have a different value from the true velocity of 

efflux v due to inefficiencies such as the back pressure of 

the atmosphere on the jet o Although lap is primarily a measure 

of propellant performance, its value is affected by the geometrical 

design of the rocket. t he combustion pressure , and the external 

atmospheric pressure . This must be remembered when comparing 

propellants . 

Impulse- Weight Ratio = (Mp + Mo)g 
Ft 

= total weight 
impulse ( 4) 

The impulse- weight ratio , dimensionally the same as spec-

ific impulse , is a measure of the performance of the rocket 

including the non- expendable mass M
0

• It indicates the excellence 

of the overall design of container- plus-propellant as a unit . 

Certain rocket propellants whose specific impulses are higher 

than others may lose their advantage when compared on the basis 

of impulse-weight ratio 0 due to their low density 

Section B. Dynamics of Rocket Jets 

1 . Basic Thermodynami cal Relations 

In this and the following sections quantitative relations 

will be presented for the velocity of the gases issuing from 

the exhaust nozzle of a rocket . as well as the magnitude of 

the thrust therefrom. For the most part the theory will be 

developed from first principles for the sake of clarity and 
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continuity, even though certain portions are well documented 

eleewhere. 

Up to thiti point only the relation between thr~t and 

mechanical en~rgy has been considered . Assuming a rocket 

propellant with a certain heat of combuetlon ie to be used, one 

must now investigate the thermod;rnrunis.: process of converting 

this heat into useful thrust-producing mechanical energy. 

Suppose dq is the additional heat introduced into a 

unit mass of gas, dE the chanee in the internal energf3 of 

3 t-!illikan, Roll~r and Watson 0 Mechanics .a. Molecular Physicfl, 

Hea t and Sound (Ginn and Co . , 1937) Seep. 264 for definition 

of internal energy . 

due 
the gas , dV th~ cr~nge in volume of the gas/to this heating and 

p the pressure at which the process is carried out . pdV ie the 

York done by the gas in ~xpansion. According to the first laY 

of thermodynamics, 

dq = dE + pdV (5) 

Here we assume that each quantity is expressed in mechanical 

units . In gen~ral , the internal energy is a function of the 

gas temperAture T , and if Van der Waals forces exist, of 

the specific volume V also . 

We define the specific heat a t constant vol1me, cv , as 

the heat added to a unit mass per unit temp•rature rise when 

dV .:: 0 . Then equation (5) gives 

cv ; (dq/dT)v = (d.E/dT)v- const . ( 6) 
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Hence cv is equal to the rate o! change of internal energy at 

constant volume c By transforming equation (5) into a new form 

one may arrive at an expression for the heat added to a unit 

mass per unit temperature rise when dp = 0 , which is defined 

as the specific hea t at constant pressure 9 cp . Thus 

dq = d(E + pV) - Vdp ~ dH - Vdp (7 ) 

where the quantity H = E + pV is called the heat content or 

enthalpy of the fluid o From equation (7) 

cp = (dq/dT )p = (dH/dT )p = canst . ( 8 ) 

Hence cp is equal to the rate of change of hea t content at 

constant pressure o 

We shall now relate the "mechanical" velocity v of a gat 

to its thermodynamic attributes of pressure, temperature , and 

densityo Mechanical velocity is used here in the sense of 

bulk or gross velocity as diatinguiehed from random thermal 

motion of the molecules . A form of Bernoulli's equation 

suitable to compressible fluids will be employed o Consider 

a stream of gas (Fig . 1) in steady flow 9 and compute the 

J'ig 1 

~cceleration of the ga s element located between two closely 

neighboring cross sections of area A. The fact that the 

stream is in steady flow does not , of course , mea n tha t 

individual elements of gas are unaccelerated . 

Applying Newton »s second law of motion to the gas element 

of thickness ds , one gets 

dv pAds dt = pA - (p t dp )A : -Adp, (9) 
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where p = density and p =pressure . The velocity of gas 

elements passin~ by any fixed point on the stream will not 

change vith time in steady state flow . However , velocity 

will change with position along the stream. Thus 

~ = 8v + ~ ~ J!!_ = 0 + v ~ 
dt 8t 8s dt ds 

combining (10) and {9 ) 

- dp = pvdv 

( 10 ) 

(11 ) 

The negative sign indicates tha t velocity increases as pressure 
.. 

decreases . Since we are considering a unit mass,p = 1/V, where 

V is the specific volume . If we use this substitution in equation 

(11) above, Y.hich is essentially Newton ' s second law, and com-

bine the result vith the first law of thermodynamics in the form 

of equation ( 7 ) 9 there results 

dq = dH + vdv a d(H + !v2) ( 12) 

Since H ie the heat content per unit mass . the term 

tv2 is equivalent to kinetic energy. Therefore , the thermo-

dynamic quantities have been combined with the gross mechanical 

velocity in a useful and fundamental relation. If we assume 

further that the stream shown in Fig . l is undergoing an essen-

tially adiabatic process - for example , expansion thro~h a 

rocket noztle - then dq = 0, and equation (12) can be integrated 

to 

H + tv2 = conet . (13 ) 

Equation (13) sta tes that the sum of the heat content a pd the 

kinetic energy of a ga s is constant in steady, adiabatic f low . 

Fortunately, this i s the ca se which is applicable to most rockets . 
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2. Adiabatic Flow 

In order to derive quantitative relations describing 

adiabatic flow i . e • • (dq = 0), it now becomes necessary to 

restrict the properties of the compressible fluid to those 

of an ideal gas . By definition, the internal energy E and 

enthalpy H of an ideal gas are functions of temperature only. 
thermodynamic 

Thus the first ~~f~~tft~A~ law can be written, combining 

equations (5) and (6) or (7) and (8) , in the forms 

cvdT + pdV ... 0 

cpdr - Vdp .;;; o 

(13) 

( 14) 

Eliminating dT from equation (13) and (14) , and introducing the 

ratio of the specific heats y = Cp 1 cv, there follows 

y dV + ~: 0 (15) 
v p 

Up to this point there have been no restrictions on cp and 

~ w.bich may be either variable or constant . If we now 

assume tha t their ratio y is constant, equation ( 15) is 

integrable to the well known4~adiabatic relation 

pv"Y .:: canst . 

4(1.. 
Seep. 276 of Ref . 3 

(16) 

The definition of an ideal r,as i s completed by requiring 

that in addition to E being a function of T only, the gas 

follow the equation of state for unit mass 

pV = (Runiv/M)T = RT ( 17) 
i.lb 

where M is the effective molecular weight of the gas and 

Runiv is a universal constant with the value 1543 ft lb/mol deg F. 
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By taking the difference of equations (13) and (14) and 

combining this with equation (1?) we have 

(cp - cv)dT = Vdp + pdV = d(pV) ; RdT 

pf 
or (18) 

Combining this result with the definition y: ( cp / cv) leads 

to a pair of relatione which will later be useful 

(19a ) 

and c - I R 
v- Y-1 ( 19b) 

By manipulation of the equation of state (number(l7) 

and the adiabatic law (number(l6) one may express either 

pressure, temperature or density (equivalent to volume) in 

terms of one of the remaining two variables . Furthermore, 

the ratio of, say, temperatures at any points 1 and 2, in 

an adiaba tic cycle may be expressed as a simple power of the 

ratio of any other variable at the same point~. These relations 

are particularly useful in evaluating a parameter at any point 

in the rocket nozzle in terms of the value of the same quantity 

in the combustion chamber, at which point it is more readily 

measured. 7or instance 
' <y-tl/yl 

T I T c = ( p I p c )L J (20) 

'l'fhere the subscript c refers to the combustion chamber conditions. 

o I 
Since (y-1)/y= Ysfor a rocket exhauet 8 equation (20) shows that 

a relatively large change in pressure gives only a small change 

in temperature as the gases expand adiabatically through the 
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exhaust no7.7.le . Thie equation illustrates also the importance 

r 
of the parameterAin the dynamics of compressible fluids . 

3 . Velocity Obtainable by Adiabatic E±oansion 

We have now developed the neceesary relations for ex-

pressing the exhauet velocity of the gases in a rocket nozzle 

explicitly in terms of temperature or pressure . From the defi-

nit1on of cp in equation (8) and the fact that cp is constant 

in a p erfect eas we have by integra tion 

( 21) 

where H0 is a constant of integration. 

Referring to Fig . 2 , let ue denote the pressure and 

Fig . 2 

temperature in the combustion chamber of a rocket by Pc and 

T0 , and those at the exit of the noz zle by p and T. Since 

the velocity of the gae in the combustion chamber is small, 

we have from equation (13) ( the Bernoulli or energy equati on) 

and equation (21) above 

v2/2 - 0 : cp(T0 - T) (22) 

But Cp may be expressed in terms of general constants by 

equation (19a) giving 

v2 ::; [2 y I ( y - qJ RT c (I - TIT c) (23 ) 

Using the equation of state (17) and the adiabatic relation 

Eq. (20) we can r epla ce temperatures by pressures and densi-

ties , which a r e e<, sier t o determine, and finally arrive at an 

expression for the exhaust velocity 
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(24) 

Here Pc is the density of the gas in the combuttion chamber . 

A number of interesting oonclus ions may be drawn from 

equation (24). The factor in~olving pipe increases toward 

unity a s pipe approaches zero . Thus, by expanding the gas 

to lower pressure , the exhaust velocity may be increased. 

The maximum Vmax,is obtained if p = 0 , i.e., by expanding 

into a vacuum. In this case, all the heat energy of the gas 

is converted into kinetic energy . From equation (24) the 

value of Vma~ ie 

VMAX . : (2 [ yl(y-I)] [ Pclpc] l
112 

(25) 

From equation (24) one can specify some of the desirable 

properties of the exhaust gas by which it 11 possible to 

obtain high discharge velocity v and hence efficient pro-

duction of thrust . For a given rocket application, there is a 

definite design ratio p/pc of the pressures in the atmosphere 

and in the chamber . The atmospheric pressure p may vary from 

14. ? psi to zero depending on the rocket flight path . A 

typical value of PIPe for liquid propellants ie 14 . 7/300 . 

For PIPe fixed , e~uation (24) shows that v increases as y 

decreases . Th~refore it is advantageous to have a gas for 

which y is small , although in practice little control can 

be exercised over this parameter . 

To illustrate another desirable property of the gas, one 
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notes in equation (24) that Etccording to the equation of 

state (number 17) the factor Pc/pc equals (lluniv./M)Tc 

This indicates thf, t thP chamber temperature Tc should be 

high and the molecular wei~1t M of the products of combustion 

@hould be low to secure high voluee of exhaust velocity v . That 

M should be low may be seen in anoth~r way by using the principle 

of equipartition of en~rgyS . Consider two combustion chambers 

5s ee p . 210 of Ref. 3 

at the same pressure Pc and temperature Tc containing two species 

of id.eal ga s molecule , one of mass M, the other of masf! 100 M. 

If the lif,hter molecule possesses an average kinetic energy of 

iMv2 then the heavier , according to the equipartition theory, 

will possess an equal energy of magnitude i(lOOM)(v/10)2 . When 

discharged lnto n vacuum, the momentum of the lighter will be 

Mv , that of the heavier (lOOM)(v/10) or lOMv . However, for 

equal mase flow rates 100 lighter molecules will be discharged 

for each heavy one , so tha t the nf'lt moment um change and hence 

thrust from the chamber containing the lighter species will be 

ten times thnt of t he chamb~r contai ning heavy molecules , even 

thouch they are at the sAme temperature nnd pressure and have 

the same discharge rat~e . This fact is important in determin

ing the choice of rocket propellants . and favors those which 

contain a high p ercentage of hydrogen . 

If the two rockets in the above example were of equal 

thru~t r a ther thnn mas s flow rate , then the mas s flow rate 

of the li~ter molecules would be one-tenth that of the heavier , 
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but the power supplied to the lighter molecules would be ten 

times that to the heavier. This is consistent with the state-

ment made in paragraph 2 of the introduction. 

Section C. Flow Through Noztles 

1. Discharge velocity and the Velocity of Sound 

The factor Pc/pc = RTc in the velocity equation (24) is 

really a measure of the total heat energy stored in the gas, 

and has the dimensions of energy per unit mass . For ideal 

gases this is simply the kinetic energy corresponding to 

molecules moving with a certain mean velocityo One notes 

that a wave-like disturbance is propagated through a gas 

with a velocity which depends upon this same mean molecular 

speed of thermal agitation. It might be intuitively expected, 

therefore, that the velocity of sound waves in a gas and the 

velocity achieved by the molecules of the same gas in free 

adiabatic expansion ~uld be simply related . A good measure 

of the random velocity of molecular motion is the so- called 

velocity of sound6 defined by 

6 
See Ref. 3 , page 363 

a2 = dp/dp (26) 

For adiabatic processes , equation (15) and the equation of 

state reduce equation (26) to 

o2: y__f_: y RT 
p (27) 

Hence, if we denote the velocity of sound in the combustion 

chamber by ac, then equation (25) for the maximum exhaust 
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velocity can be expressed 

Vf11 AX. =[ 2/()" -1 )] 
112 

Oc (28a) 

and equation (24) for the exhaust velocity at any pressure p 

(28b) 

For many rocket propellants y = 1. 25, and vmax . = 2 o 828 ac . 

For a tYPical case of expansion from 500 psi to 15 psi, the local 

velocity of sound at the no7.zle exit is half of ac, and the ratio 

of exit exhaust velocity to the local velocity of sound .v/a -

called the "Mach number" M - has a value of 5 or 6 . Such flow 

is designated as supersonic flow, and can be achieved only with 

a properly shaped exhaust nozzle . 

2 . The de Lava1 Jxhaust Nozzle 

It is necessary in designing rockets to express the thrust 

(or mv ) in terms of known properties of the combustion products 

and pressures . This has already been done for the exhaust velocity 

in equation (24) . It remains to be ahown how the mass flow can 

be expressed in the same terms , and what effect the back pressure 

of the atmosphere has on thrust, before thrust can be calculated 

explicitly in terms of dimensions and pressures . 

The geometry of the orifice through which the compressible 

ga ses escape is important in determining both mass flow and 

thrust . It is not evi dent a priori what the shape of this 
incompressible 

"nozzle" should be . For example an ~ppp~pf~~~p;~~t; fluid such 

as water flowing through_a converging-diverging V6nturi tube 

first increases in velocity and then decreases, with a maxi-

mum at the smallest cross- section . The mass flow rate is 

proport ional to the overall pressure difference . On the other 
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hand a compressible fluid undergoing adiabatic expansion 

through a similar venturi will behave in the same manner only 

so long as the Yelocity at all points is less than the local 

velocity of ~ound . As soon as sonic velocity is reached, 

which occurs first at the narrowest erose-section or "throat", 

the behavior changes entirely. The mass flow rate (but not 

the velocity) is now unaffected by any changes in pressure 

downstream from the throat . This effect is sometimes called 

"noz~ling". Moreover the gas velocity downstream of the 

throat will increase (become supersonic) to a value determined 

by the pressure at the nozzle exit . The pressure difference 

necessary to cause s onic flow is called the critical pressure . 

All rocket chambers opera te well above it . ~uantitative 

rel~ tiona to verify these etetemente will now be derived. 

Since the mass f l ow m through every cross section of a 

nozzle is constant , we have the continuity condition 

m = f pv = const . (29) 

where f is the area of the sec tion at the point where density 

is p and velocity i s :v . It is poss i ble to express both p and 

v in terms of p/pc , resulting in a relation between the pressure p 

at any point and the cross- sectional area f at the same point, 

for a specified mass flow m. The value of p may be written, 

similarly to equa tion ( 20), in terme of press ure as 
1 

P " Pc(p/pclT (30) 

The value of v is given a lready in equation ( 24) . Using these 

in (29) above and solving f or f gives 
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-1 r-~ -1~z 
-f" ~ (-P )Y [ 2 r_ (_&.._)(1-[P/Pc] r )] 
• Pc Pc ( y- I) Pc (31) 

If the area f is calculated from (31) for a series of 

steadily decreasing values of p/Pc. it is found that f has 

a ~1nimum vnlue7 . This indicates thAt in order for p to 

7Roberts , He~t and Thermod~uuuics (Blackie & Son, ed . 3, 1940) 

p . 29~ 

decrease (and hence v to increase) steadily, the nozzle 

should be shaped as in Fig . 3 . 

Fir . 3 . 

A nozzle of the contour shown in Fig. 3 is called a de 

Laval noz~le, after the Swedish engineer Carl G. F. de Laval. 

who first used it to obtain supersonic gas velocities . The 

fact that a supersonic nozzle must have the convergent-divergent 

contour may be shown in another way by writing the equation of 

continuity (29) in differential for. as : 

__g__t ..,._Q_P..,.k=o 
f p v (32) 

The differential Bernoulli equAtion ( 11) may be rewritten 

with the help of the definition of the velocity of sound equation 

( 26) as follows , 
dp 
p 

:: _!!£..._ • _!}_f_ : a2 d p : - v d v 
dp p p ( 33) 

By substituting for~ from Eq. (33) into the above con

tinuity equation (32) and r~membering the definition of Mach 

number M = v/a, one gets 

df 
f 

(34) 
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Equation (34) shows that if the velocity increases con

tinuously along the nozzle (i.e . dv always positive} then 

when v its subsonic M < 1 

when v is sonic M = 1 

when v is supersonic M > 1 

df/f < 0 

df/f = 0 

df/f .> 0 

f is decreaeing. 

(throat) 

f is increa.si~ 

The point of minimum cross-sectional area ft is called 

the throat. The value of the pressure at the throat Pt may 

be found by differentiating f in equation (31) with respect 

In this way one obtains 
2_L 

Pt I R = (· - ) y-l c r+ 1 
( 35) 

The temperature at the throat follows from adiabatic relation 

(20) 
2 

Tt/Tc=<)"+l) ( 36) 

The pressure ratio given by e qua tion (~5 ) is called the 

critical pressure ratio o Below this ratio the nozzle is con-

vergent throughout, above it the nozzle is convergent-divergent. 

It can be shown by t'!tlbst1tuting the critical preesure ratio of 

e1uation (35) in the velocity equation (24) that the velocity 

at the throat Vt t s : 

,/ 2r .~ 
Yt = v-r ... I Pc 

,.J2 Y RTc = v;.;;:: Ot 
Yt I t (37) 

whi~h is just the velocity of sound at th~ cor.ditione prevail-

in the throat 1 as may be demonstrated by using equations (27) 

and (20 ) with equation (35 ). 

The area of the throat ft necessary for a given mass flow 

rate m Yith a given p~essure 

tuting the v•lue (- 2-)--fr 
Yi-1 

ratio can be calculated by substi -

for P/Pc in equation (31) , 
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providing the pressure ratio is greater than the critical . 

Thus , the value of pressure p downstream of the throat has 

no effect on the mass flow rate . This seemingly anomalous 

phenomenon is not predicted by the application of Bernoulli's 

equation, but occurs in contradiction to ita . It is a consequence 

8o 1Brien and Hickox, Applied f luid M~chanics. (McGraw- Hill, 1937) 

p . 43 

of the finite velocity of sound and the fact that a reduction 

in pressure below the throat cannot be propagated upstream through 

the fl uid flowing with supersonic velocity. This explanation was 

first pointed out by Osborne Reynolds9 . 

9osborne Reynolds, Phil Mag . Vol . 21 , 5th Series , p . 185 (1886 ) 

It is interesting to note that although area equations (31 ) 

and (34) i ndicate that a minimum in area f is necessary if the 

gas veloci t y v is to increase continuously, and although equation 

(31 ) relates pressure p and area f uniquely, it gives no other 

information as to the actual geometrical shape of the nozzle . 

This shape is in fact not unique , and other lees fundamental 

considerations such as weight and heat transfer determi ne the 

precise contour . Two chara.cteristic noz2le contours are shown 

in Fig . 4 for (a) low combustion pressure liquid propellant 

and ( b ) high combustion pressure solid propellant . 

Fig . 4 
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A brief qtmltitative resume of the behaviour of the de 

Laval no?.zle at various pressure ratios will now be given" 

If one maintains a fixed chamber pressure but gra~ually reduces 

the exit pressure to a value only a little below this chamber 

pres ~ ure, for a given noz7.le the flow is first all subsonic 

and the nozzle is actually a venturi tube . The velocity first 

increases, but decreases again aft~r the throat section. The 

velocity at the throat section will increase with continued 

reduction of the exit pressure, and hence the mass flow through 

the nozzle will also increase. After sonic velocity is reached 

at the throat section, further reduction in exit pressure will 

not increase the mass flow . The mass flow will remain constant 

because the sonic throat velocity remains constant. However, 

the velocity of exit will be increased by decreasing the pressure 

at the nozzle exit. with accompanying complicated shock wave10 

10nurand, Aerodynamic Theory, (Julius Springer, Berlin, 1934-36) 

Vol III, pp 213- 222. 

pat tern~ , until the pressure just outside the nozzle corresponds 

to the expansion ratio 11 of the nozzle . Further reduction in 

11 
This rPfers to the pres s ure that would normally be reached 

by a continuous adiabatic expansion to the given exit area of 

the nozzle . i . e., the pressure computed from equation (31), 

when f is the exit area. The "expansion ratio~€ 

discussed in a later s~ction. 

will be 
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"atmospheric pre~sure" will not increase the exit velocity, 

as the additional expansion of the gas takes place outside 

the nozzle . This last situation may result in an increase 

in the thrust F due to the pressure effect, as will be shown 

later. Fig . 5 illustrates how the parameters p, p , v, and 

T vary throue~out the noz 1. le relat ive to their values in the 

throat section . 

Fig . 5 

3 . Mass Flow Through The Nozzle 

The mass flow through the nozzle can be expressed in terms 

of chamber conditions and the area of the throat by combining 

the continuity equation and previously derived relations in 

the following IllE!.nner . 

From the continuity equation (29) 

(38) 

,.,here the subscript t refers to throat conditions . 

The sonic velocity at the throat Vt has been found in 

equation ( 37) and the throat density Pt may be e:r.pressed in 

terms of Pt and Tt by the equation of state (1?) . But Pt 

and Tt are known in terms of chamber conditions from equations 

(35) and (36) . Making all these substitutions in (38) results 

in : 

: f 1 
fr Pc 
oc 

(39) 
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I 
"'hf'ref(yb.s a conetant defined by: 

J•' r 1= v ( -
2- > 2(y-l) (4o ) 

' "'(+I 

l t is a!JpArent from ( 39) thn t m is independe nt of quanti-

ties downstreAm from the throat.ac is not directly measurable. 

but it wi l l appear later that ac cancels out in practical design 

calculations of m. The mass flow m will now be used in calcu-

lating the thrust F of a rocket . 

Section p, The t-!Hgni tude of the Reaction Thrust 

1 . Calculation of the Net Rocket Thrust 

If a rocket were to operate in vacuo, the thrust would 

be simp ly calculated from the equation F ~ mv, with corrections 

for the fact tha t the P.Xhaust stream might be slightly diver-

gent rather then paralleL However, since it is usually immersed 

in the atmosphere and subject to pressure forces, a more detailed 

analysis is necessary . 

Referring to Fig . 6, we see that the net thrust force F, 

Fig . 6 

counted positive when acting in a direction opLosite the gas 

velocity , is the vector sum of all pressure forces over the 

inside and outside surfaces of the solid shell 9 or 

F =JpdS =lsi Pi dSi + ho PodSo ( 41) 

where p = ab ~ olute magnitude of pressure on motor wall 

dS = vector element of wall surface area 
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Subscripts i A.nd o rf'fer to the inside and outside surfaces 

respectively . From symmetry the vector integral will be di-

rected alan~ the axis of the motor . 

The inter,ral over the outside surface 5 0 may be evaluated 

as follows : The resultant force due to the uniform atmospheric 

pressure Po on A completely closPd ves~el at rPst is zero . If 

this force is resolved into th<~t which would act over the plane 

area fp of the nozzle exit section together with all other ex

ternal pressure forces on thf' rocket we have(Fif . 6a) . 

Fig. 6a and 6b 

(42) 

The effect of the open area fe is to create an unbalanced 

force opposed to the thrust of magnitude - p0 fe which is thus 

the value of the integral in equntlon (42) . 

The term Js
1 

PidSi in equation (41) lllA.Y be evalu-

ated by considering the mass of gas contained in the rocket 

motor,(Fig. 6b). The momentum theo rem requires that the 

integral of all the pressures acting over a surface enclosing 

this mass be equal to the rate of flow of momentum through 

this surface enclosing this mass be equal to the rate of flow 

of momentum through this surface. or ~ex where vex is the 

average velocity along the symmetry axis at the exit section. 
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The pressure acting on the gas is-p1 (the reaction to the 

pressure Pi on the motor wall) and the average pressure 

opposing the flow through the ~xit s~ction fe is Pe (see Fig . 6b; 

Pe• the pressure Rt the nozzle exit is not necessarily equal to 

p 0 ) . Equating the total force on the gas to its time rate of 

momentum gives : 

- r Pi d Si + Pe fe = - m Vex 
Jsi ( 43) 

The negative sign is used before the last term b~cause 

it is customary to substitute the absolute positive numerical 

magnitude for mp which is an inherently negative ~uantity9 

being the rate of decrease of total mass . 

The average veloc i ty vex in the axial direction is smaller 

than the true velocity of efflux Ve e which is radial. A factor 

~ is applied to correct for this divergence of flow such 

that Vex = ~ Ve , The value of ~ depends on the angle 

12 
of divergence of the nozzle , and can be calculated . For a 

12 9 See Ref . 2, p. 44 

no?.zle of 15° half- angle, ~ • • 9 85 . 

The thrust equation (41) may now be evaluated by means of 

equations (42) and (43) 

F:: ~mve + (pe - p0 )fe ( 44) 

We see from equation (44) that the thrust F consists of two 

terms, sometim~e referred to as velocity thrust and pressure 

thrust , If Pe :: p 0 all the thrust is velocity thruste and 
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It can be shown by evaluating ve by equation (24) and differ

entiating F with respect to Pe that F is also a maximum under 

these conditions . A nozzle for which Pe - p 0 is said to be 

"perfectly" expanded and the value of the corresponding expan-

Equation (45) is derived by substituting equation (39) 

for mass flow m in equation (31) for area f and simplifying 

with the equation of state (17) written in t he form~p~ RT. 

Equation (45) is useful in practical design calculations. 

If Pe <Po the gases are "over-expanded" and the pressure 

thrust will be negative, although partially compensated by an 

increased velocity thrust . If Pe> p 0 the gases are "under-

expanded" . Although the pressure thrust will then be posi tive 

(in the same sense as the velocity thrust) it will not compen
in 

sate completely for loss/ve due to inadequate expansion. Due 

to the fact that pressure and velocity thrust tend to compen-

sate , the net thrust F is rather insensitive to variations in 

expansion ratio £ For example a nozzle correctly expanded 

at sea level gives about 6 per cent less thrust at 40,000 feet 

than one which is correctly designed for that altitude. 

2 . Performance Parameters Useful in Design 

a . Effective Exhaust VelocitY; It is difficult to determine 

v 8 and Pe of equation (44) experimentally. Furthermore, 
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because the expansion is not strictly adiabatic , friction-

lees and «perfect". an effective eY~aust velocity c is 

defined as 
, ( Pe- Po >fe 

c :: "ve + m ( 46) 

so that (44) may be written in the form 

F =me (47) 

The quantity c was discussed from another point of 

view in equation (3) . It is the parameter used in all 

practical design work. although it may differ from the 

true velocity ve · It is determined in practice by 

measuring thrust F and mas s flow rate m and using equation 

(47) . The F mensured in equation (47) includes pressure 

and divergence effects 9 and may differ from the F due to 

reaction alone, as defined in equation (1). 

b . Thrust Coefficient; It is found useful in practice to 

define the thrust of a rocket in the form 

( 48 ) 

Since all the quantities involved in equation (48) are 

readily measurable. experimental values of OF may be 

found which can then be appl ied to determine the throat 

area of a rocket of any desired thrust and chamber pressure . 

A. theorl"tical expression (Crth) will nO\'f be found to compare 

vtith this experimental value . 

If the thrust equation (44) is expressed in terms 

of pressure by means of mass flow equation (39) and 

velocity equation (24) one gets : 
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F = 
/ y-1 

r I -
2 - (I - [PPe J y ) Pc f, + ( Pe- Po) fe 

<y-1) [ c 
( 49) 

By dividing this equation by Pcft one arrives at a 

theoretical thrust coefficient 

/ 

y-1 
_ FTH -r' 2 / Pe]Y) (Pe-Po)fe 

CFTH- Pcft- ()'-I) (1- l~ + Pc ft (50) 

This coefficient 0Fth has ~ ~ximum value for the case of 

a "perfectlyH expanded nozzle in which Pe - p0 . 

A chart of the value of optimum CFth and correspond-

ing optimum area ratio ~ for the typical case of r :: l.o25 

is given in Fig. ?. These are the values which obtain when 

Fig. 7 

Pe = p 0 • In some applications, such as long-range missiles, 

the pressure ratio Pc/p
0 

varies considerably. It is not 

pos ~ ible for the area ratio of a fixed nozzle to be correct 

for more than one pressure ratio 9 since a variable ~ or 

"rubber" nozzle cannot be constructed without undesirable 

complications . A compromise value of ~ is often chosen 

such that E is correct at the altitude reached when half 

the propellant is consumed. 

In a real nozzle the measured OF of equation (48) is 

lower than CFth of equation (50) . For a perfect nozzle 

we should have a OF ~ ~ 0Fth• however experimental values 

of Or are 2 to 4 per cent lower than this due to friction 

and other effects. 
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c . Cbaracteristic Velocity ; In addition to the thrust 

coefficient c1 it is useful to have a practical empirical 

parameter by which the mass flow m may be calculated, since 

equation (48 ) gives no information about me We may rewrite 

the mass flow equation (39 ) in such a way as to define a 

new parameter called the characteristic velocity c• 

m = 
0
f

1 

Pc f t = ~ (51 ) 
c c* 

where 

c* = Pc ft = oc = J Y R univ Tc/M 
m fT r' ( 52 ) 

The quantity c• as defined in equation (52 ) has the 

convenient property that we may express the effective 

exhaust velocity c in terms of it and the thrust coefficient 

c = F I m = F I Pc ft = C F c * 
mlpc ft (53) 

Thus , when c• has been measured experimentally for 

a given propellant burning at a definite pressure, both 

mass flow m and effective exhaust velocity c may be calcu-

lated for tha t propellant . It may be seen from equation 

(52) tha t c• is determined only by properties of the pro-

pellant and the throat diameter . Thus, it is independent 

of exit conditions and may be considered as the parameter 

indicating the efficacy of the gas generation or combusti on 

process . c• is commonly used as a measure of the merit of 

the propellant , although its value is affected also by 

combustion chamber design. By using phys ico-chemical 

methods to calculate ~c• y. and Min equation (52) a 
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theoretical value of c• may be found which is about 10 

per cent higher than the experimental value calculated 

from measurements of pcft/m . 

d . Summary of Motor Performance Parametersi Besides the 

performance parameters c , Or and c•, there are two more 

parameters first introduced in Section A which can now 

be expressed in terms of the newer quantities . The pro

pellant consumption of a rocket motor is expressed by the 

specific propellant comsumption wsp in pounds of propellant 

consumed per second per pound of thrust, or 

(54) 

The reciprocal value of the specific propellant 

consumption is known as the specific impule e or perform

ance inde~ Isp in pounds thrust per pound propellant 

consumed per second or 

(55 ) 

A typical value and range of values of all these 

parameters are listed in Table I . An examination of 

this table will give a certain perspective of rocket 

performance . 
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TABLE I . 

Summarl of .ferformfinCe ~ar~eters 

Parameters Symbol Definition Units Typical Range of 
Value Values 

Specific 
sec-l Propellant Wsp w/F 0. 0051 0.0100-0.0036 

Consumption 

Effective 
Exhaust c re/w ft / sec 6300 3300-9000 
Velocity 

Specific 
Isp Ft/W c/g sec 196 100-380 Impulse = 

Nozzle 
Coefficient cr F/pcft 1.36 1.1-1 . 8 

Character-
1stic c• Pcftgfv ft/sec 4630 3000-5000 
Velocity 

w = rate of propellant consumption w : total propellant weight, lb 
lb/sec t .. total duration of thrust, sec. 

F = thrust, lb Pc • absolute chamber pressure, psia 
g "' 32 .2 ft/sec2 !t = nozzle throat area, in2. 



Fig . 1. 

Fig . 2 . 

Fig . 3 . 

Fig . 4 . 

Fig . 5 . 

Fig . 6 . 

Fig . 7 . 

PART I . FIGURE LEGENDS 

Adiabatic expansion of a compressible fluid . 

Thermodynamic parameters in a rocket chamber and in an 

arbitrary section of the nozzle . 

The converging- diverging supersonic nozzle, shoving throat of 

area ft and exit section of area fe . 

Two typical nozzle contours < The upper one is designed to 

produce 300 lbs thrust by expanding gases from 300 lb/in2 

absolute (liquid propellant) and the lower one the same 

thrust by expansion from 2000 lbs/in2 absolute (solid pro

pellant) . 

Dimensionless plot against relative area of supersonic nozzle 

velocity and thermodynamic parameters referred to values at 

the throat . Gas flows from left to right . 

Pressure forces acting on a rocket motor t o produce the thrust . 

Part (a ) indicates the external forces due to atmospheric pressure , 

and Part (b) indicates the internal forces due to the combustion 

gases . 

Plot of theoretical nozzle thrust coefficient CJth and expansion 

ratio E against press ure ratio for an ideal gas with y = 1.25. 

CFth approaches 2 . 1 asymptotocially as E increases o 
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